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ABSTRACT  

Future building architecture should enable to increase rate of return by use of modern technologies and 

creation of a healthier environment and increase security and avoid waste of energy. Due to the problems 
at the area of urbanization and architecture and influence of such problems on buildings, the necessity to 

increasing attention to modern technologies and their role in optimization of energy consumption in 

building is required. Nowadays, a variety of technologies are used to create more comfort, convenience 
and saving at costs especially in consumption of energy resources. Nanotechnology has been regarded as 

one of the modern technologies for which an optimistic future is forecasted, so that extensiveness in the 

extent to which this technology influences environment has gone beyond so far as it is stated that such 

technology can influence most of the man's life aspects in future, under which using a suitable way for 
dealing with this phenomenon and having sufficient recognition from different areas at its applications are 

of great importance. In this technology, with production of the structures at nanometer scale, the 

possibility to control intrinsic properties including melting temperature, magnetic properties, and capacity 
of load and color of the unchanged material develop in chemical composition. Nanotechnology informs 

us about massive advancements at different scientific areas. This science with control of materials at 

molecular scale informs us about emergence of mysteries at nature at all areas including engineering to 
medical sciences. Most of properties of a material including color, stability and fragility can be controlled. 

The possibility to prepare suitable materials with the required features at different sectors of building and 

heating and cooling facilities and equipment play a major role to reduce energy consumption in a direct 

and indirect way.  
 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, Nanomaterials, Recreational and Tourist Complex, Futurism, Energy 

Consumption, Environmental Comfort  
 

INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, technology and understanding huge capabilities of this technology have helped for organizing 
and formulating numerous national programs in most of the third world countries. Formulation of these 

programs has been fulfilled for increasing use of nanotechnology capabilities and not remaining this 

technology at backwardness from the rapid developments and increasing achievements. The major aim of 

most of nanotechnology research is to form new compositions or bring about changes at existing 
materials. Nanotechnology results in huge changes in use of natural resources, energy and water and 

reduces the pollution and wastes. Further, modern technologies will provide the possibility for recycling 

and reusing materials, energy and water. At the area of energy, nanotechnology can significantly 
influence efficiency, storage and production of energy and diminish energy consumption. 

Nanotechnology with its cross-disciplinary nature will encompass all the modern technologies in future 

and dominate the trajectory for growth of technologies instead of competition with existing technologies 

and integrate them as a word of science. For instance, it can refer to the samples of applications of 
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nanotechnology: construction of resistant materials against leakage that can be used in construction of the 

required construction facilities, improvement of function of water transmission tubes, increase of 

electrical and mechanical efficiency at facilities of constructions, retrofitting materials, no need for 
separate insulation in these materials and response to different climatic conditions, self-cleaning glass. 

Further, nanotechnology can be used at buildings to avoid waste of energy at various sectors, use optimal 

energy at building, maintain and protect building for long period and strengthen it against disasters. 
Construction nanocoatings are used at internal and external surfaces of buildings including glass, plastic, 

wood, steel, stone, brick, ceramic, tile, cement and concrete surfaces; at these surfaces which have water-

aversion property, all the reactions are made on the surface. It should be noted that there are antibacterial 

nanocoatings at construction, which are mentioned without any loss for the man's health.  

What is Nanotechnology?  

Nanotechnology refers to a production technology. As its name indicates, nanotechnology comes to 

realize when the ability to create objects from atoms exists, under which the ability for rearrangement of 
materials with atomic-level accuracy develops (Akhavan et al., 2003). Nature of nanotechnology lies on 

the ability to work at atomic and molecular balance with the aim of construction and intervention in how 

to arrange atoms and molecules via materials, instruments and systems with new abilities (Secretariat of 
the Congress of Nanotechnology, 2003-2005, p . 3). 

What is the difference between nanoscience and nanotechnology?  

Nanoscience exclusively refers to research yet nanotechnology refers to the application of research to 

resolve problems and construct new materials.  

Nanotechnology and Energy  

At the area of energy, nanotechnology can influence efficiency, storage and production of energy to a 

large extent and diminish energy consumption. For instance, the chemical manufacturing companies have 
made the polymer materials reinforced with nanoparticles, and this can be used as alternative for 

automotive bodies and components. Extensive use of these materials can save 1.5 billion liter 

gasoline consumption. Thermal conductivity of the materials which have been made via nanotechnology 

represents other applications. Since suitable density of these materials can enable to conduct the heat from 
the contact surface to heating pores, the possibility for realization of these modified materials in sake of 

heating resistance is proposed.  

Further, later development of heating tubes and insulation materials might realize use of the difference at 
heating conductivity alongside the tubes. One of these applications can lie on heating the buildings that 

can be used as alternative for the liquid-based systems to heat the floors. Electrical equipment has been 

seen at the markets prevailed with this technology. It can perceive from industrial designs that the 
advancements at optical nanotechnology will have the capability for 10% reduction in energy 

consumption by the next 10-15 years. Hence, it can produce the semiconductors used in light-emitting 

diode (LED) to a large extent at nano-dimensions. In U.S, almost 20% of total electricity generation is 

used for Fluorescent Bulbs and Incandescent Bulbs. Further, Nanotechnology informs us about huge 
advancements at the area of conversion and storage of solar energy, thermoelectric converters, batteries, 

very efficient fuel cells and effective lines for transfer of electrical power.  

Nanotechnology: Science of Extremely Small Dimensions 
Nanotechnology, translated literally word-for-word, implies an extremely small technology. Nano in the 

term "nanotechnology" implies extremely small technology. Yet, this definition cannot imply the actual 

meaning of nanotechnology, because it can perceive from this term as translated literally word-for-word 
that Nano science just addresses construction of very small objects, however previously extremely small 

objects used to be constructed, they were not called nanotechnology. In this technology, an attempt is 

made to construct the objects via molecular properties of materials existing in nature so as to reduce the 

problems in the current objects and intensify the efficiency of such objects. For instance, via modern 
nanotechnology, the scientists have enabled produce a fabric that never undergoes dirt, that is, no dirt 

absorbs in it and it reshapes to a flat status if it folds. Use of nanotechnology in production of such fabric 
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does not imply that we have produced a fabric at small scale, but nanotechnology brings about changes in 

properties of molecules forming fabric, under which the fabric never gets dirty and never wears out.  

Nanotechnology in Iran  
In Iran, nanotechnology has been drawn into attention as one of the most important infrastructural 

research for some years. In 1362 AH (1984 AD), Mousavi (Prime Minister) established an office 

dedicated to modern technology due to importance of such technologies, aiming at giving academic and 
industrial consultation at the area of modern technologies. This office continued working at the time of 

Rafsanjani so far as its name has changed to Technology Cooperation Office. In addition to representation 

of study and research at the area of modern technologies and technology management in Iran, this office 

cooperates with state agencies at the area of extension and expansion of modern technology.  

Nanotechnology in Construction Industry  

Nanotechnology has been regarded as one of the modern technologies for which an optimistic future is 

forecasted, so that extensiveness in the extent to which this technology influences environment has gone 
beyond so far as it is stated that such technology can influence most of the man's life aspects in future, 

under which using a suitable way for dealing with this phenomenon and having sufficient recognition 

from different areas at its applications are of great importance. The possibility to prepare suitable 
materials with the required features at different sectors of building and heating and cooling facilities and 

equipment play a major role to reduce energy consumption in a direct and indirect way. Nanotechnology 

informs use about massive advancements at the area of conversion and storage of solar energy, 

thermoelectric converters, batteries, fuel cells. Control of nanostructures and composition of new 
materials to achieve the modern methods used in building inform us about energy management at 

building especially future buildings and cities. Nanotechnology activities throughout the world keep 

increasing under which nanotechnology has been witnessed with cross-disciplinary aspects that 
harmonization of them without a strategic plan for research and development seems difficult. The way has 

been paved to produce suitable construction materials to control energy in building via this technology. 

With regard to properties of this technology granted to us, it can meet the expectations below by 

construction of new materials: 
-limiting heat transfer to an allowed extent  

- required sealing 

- Creating a more durability against environmental and climatic factors 
- Sufficient stability against fire (thermal insulation and heating of different parts of the outer shell) 

together with stability and resistance to stress 

- Thermal insulation (heating) of building elements and providing and maintaining comfort conditions 
-the heating at controlled spaces must be made with saving at energy consumption  

- Reducing the thickness of layers that develop the thermal resistance of a shell  

These are mentioned as the contributing factors in reduction of energy consumption in building in a direct 

and indirect way (Topic Guide 19 - National Building Regulations). Other practical potentials of these 
materials in construction materials have been examined by Institute of the National Research Council for 

a study on some construction materials including cement and glass:  

-extra durability and strength  
-High hardness 

-reinforced glass (reinforced strength without disturbing the transmission of light) 

-More strength in construction of the suspended bridge  
- The possibility of designing arches and bridges with a larger opening  

Application of Nano- Technologies in Architecture  

Nanomaterials play a major role in architecture, in which steel and concrete industries have been regarded 

as the highest contributing factors. Application of nanoparticles at construction industry including carbon 
nanotubes as the important ones generally rises increasing the mechanical features of the leading 

structures that application of nanocoatings at interior and exterior façade of buildings is of importance in 

joinery. In addition to water disposal and minimization of dirt at building via nanoparticles, construction 
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of reinforced and self-cleaning concrete, self-cleaning glass, saving at energy consumption, use of the 

colors derived from Nano science which raises lack of influence of bacteries to administrative and 

residential buildings and hospitals have been mentioned as other important applications of 
nanotechnology in construction industry. In this regards, it can simply detect that we face a new world 

named nanotechnology.  

Nanotechnology and Construction Coatings  
Nan coatings are used at interior and exterior surfaces of buildings including glass, plastic, wood, steel, 

stone, brick, tile, ceramic, cement and concrete surfaces. At these surfaces with extra water-aversion 

feature, the reactions are made on the surface. It should be noted that nanocoatings used at buildings have 

generally antibacterial feature regarded harmless for the man's health.  

Nano Coating for Wood and Stone 

These antibacterial nano-coatings are resistant to water, air, organic and inorganic materials, regarded as 

one of the leading coatings at construction industry. Nano-coatings for wood and stone are those 
compositions that rise lack of adhesion at surface and dispose water and dirt from the surface. Further, 

nano-coatings for wood and stone have huge application for the permeable stone surfaces which have 

sucking feature. Compositions of these nano-coatings generally include diamonds, silver, glass and 
ceramics that might be different due to the consumption cases, yet the phase carries water and alcohol in 

most of them with the resistant particles to the extent of 300 ° C. The advantages of nano-coatings include 

porous-coated surfaces, protection from surfaces against environmental factors, possibility for cleansing 

spots including fats and oils with water, avoidance from moss, mold, mildew and algae and protection 
from surfaces against influence of moisture and dirt.  

Fiber Cements  

The buildings which are constructed via fiber cements transform to a source for spot and dirt after a short 
while. The cement used at façade of buildings sucks into dirt and pollution and replaces them inside the 

matrix properly under influence of sunlight, that keeping far away dirt is a much more difficult task. Use 

of nano-coatings for wood and stone at façade of buildings raises lack of influence of dirt, bacteria and so 

forth inside the matrix and protection from the early façade in a proper way. Recently, cement 
manufacturers have perceived that reduction in size of cement particles to the dimensions of nanoscale 

causes proliferation in stiffness at cement particles. They have used some chemical substances such as by-

product from crude oil refining and flame aerosol process to produce very cheap precursors, under which 
they succeeded in refining the complicated compositions such as Portland cement. This nano-cement 

despite ordinary Portland cement (OPC) has nanoparticles at different sizes corresponding to the 

temperature on the rate of reaction; further, small size of these particles raises a thorough change in 
hydration behavior of this cement, as a result it will have different kinetic reactions besides maintenance 

of thermodynamic reactions.  

Bricks and Ceramics  

Big trees around the buildings by leaving their traces on the surfaces of buildings cause the façade at 
building undergoes the color of green trees, that high pressure cleaning equipment are required to clean 

them. Yet, this action causes emergence of more adhesion on the surface of building after some months, 

absorbing the dirt easier and rapider than the past, under which use of Nano Coating for wood and stone 
seems required.  

Advanced Ceramics 

Advanced ceramics due to the features such as sustainability at high temperature, high strength and 
resistance against corrosion, and special electrical and magnetic features have been drawn into attention 

as the strategic equipment in most industries. For instance, their application is more prominent in 

Machine Manufacturing Co. and the construction of industrial parts due to the properties like strength and 

resistance to wear and corrosion. 

 Sandstones 

Gas concrete and sandstones with white structure mostly used in studio and porch absorb the dirt and fat 

and undergo a change in an adverse way. Under these conditions, use of high pressure cleaning equipment 
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will not be constructive. Yet, under use of nano-coatings for wood and stone, materials will not influence 

the surface, under which the leading color and structure of surface will persist.  

Tiles 
Use of nano-coatings for wood and stone causes the buildings together with gardens and statues in the 

buildings stay far from environmental effects not undergoing any change in their color.  

Glass  
Nano-coatings for glass have the most application in automotive and construction industries, that some of 

their applications have been mentioned in construction industries in following.  

Self-Cleaning Glasses  

These nano-coatings with few nanometers thickness on the glass surface develop a hydrophilic film, 
which their hydrophilic surface under influence of sunlight develops a photocalayst and the water 

aggregated on the surface versus geomagnetism increases the amount of water and air on the surface, 

whereby the water aggregated on the surface will spread resulting in the rise of the possibility for self-
cleaning. 

Solar Control Glass  

These glasses in addition to having the diversity at color and other properties enable to avoid waste of 
energy inside the building to the rate of 85% in winter and 80% in summer through severe reduction of 

Ultraviolet and Infrared and visible light regulation, resulting in saving at energy consumption to a large 

extent.  

Protective Glass against Fire 
Protective glass against fire has been regarded as another achievement in nanotechnology. This product is 

made through setting a transparent layer of nano silica content (SiO2) between two glass planes, which 

this transparent layer transforms to a hard, dark and resistant protector against fire as much as the glass 
gets warm.  

Nano-silica (SiO2) 

It can increase rate of density of particles in concrete via Nano-silica, resulting in increasing the density of 

concrete-forming micro-/nanostructures and mechanical features.  

Nano-Clays  

Some of the variety of nano-particles in different binders and how they influence key features associated 

to abrasion of concrete including avoidance from transmission of chlorine ions prevent, resistance against 
carbon dioxide, water vapor diffusion , water absorption and penetration depth are mentioned under 

features of nano-clays. A solvent consisting of epoxy resin with low molecular weight and clay 

nanoparticles have shown hopeful results at this area.  

Zycosil 

Zycosil has been introduced as a new generation of nanotechnology that has been made for the purpose of 

waterproofing concrete and construction materials and protecting them against heat and UV and 

corrosion.  
This material due to its tiny size (4-6 nanometers) and high influence rate (3-5 millimeter) is resistant 

against wind erosion, continuous precipitation of rain and ultraviolet. Water as the great 

destroyer (solvent and reaction medium) is the most important factor in the destruction of the building. 
Unprotected building materials can impose irreparable damages in the appearance and structure due to 

water absorption, like efflorescence, fungus and mold growth, facade blackening, paint scabbing, coming 

off etc. Another important issue is to avoid weakening the strength of reinforced concrete as a result of 
alkali-silica (ASR) organic reactions, acid rain, carbonation and preventing chloride intrusion, corrosion 

of steel bars in reinforced concrete. Concentrated liquid polymer emulsion has solubility in water before 

drying and after drying it does not dissolve in water.  

To increase the adhesion, new concrete or mortar will be added to the old concrete or mortar and in 
addition to improve the adhesion strength, it will decrease the permeability of mortar. Zycosil is the first 

economical effective technology adapted with environment that can have a protective role for about 20 

years against water. Zycosil to the ratios of 1 to 10 and 1 to 20 is dissolved in water, that oelow ne liter of 
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this solution can coat the horizontal surfaces to the extent of 3 to 4 m
2
 and vertical surfaces to the extent 

of 6 to 8 m
2
, which the definite rate of consumption relies on extent of pores on surface.  

Zycosil can be used in the Cases Below 
Public applications: New buildings, old buildings, coastal areas, cement roof sheets, place carpeted with 

concrete, ceramic tiles, stones and bricks without protection. Business applications: Cooling towers, 

wastewater treatment, cement and concrete pipes, bridges, railway sleepers, non- level crossings, tunnels, 
marine docks, decks and shipbuilding plants.  

 Steel  

Steel is one of the leading metals in construction industry. Studies have shown that adding copper 

nanoparticles to steel reduces the surface roughness in steel, as a result the number of contributing factors 
in intension as well as the fractures due to the fatigue at the structures such as bridges and towers in which 

loading fulfills, are limited. Under changing the structure ad using nanotechnology, hardness and 

mechanical strength of the alloy increases to huge extent, regarded of a great important in sake of 
industrial applications of steel and other alloys. 

Features of molecules change via nano, yet the material which is made via these molecules has all the 

features of molecules. Construction of materials with multi-billion smaller scale is regarded as one of the 
dimensions of nanotechnology; nanotechnology strives to resolve the defects at buildings with a new 

looking into the systems and materials which have been construed to date.  

Suggestions  

To use nanotechnology in construction industry and provide the required conditions and facilities, 
persuading universities to grant support to these areas, conducting applied research at various areas by 

research centers, providing necessary trainings at different levels and using world experiences are 

required. Culturalization, helping for quantitative and qualitative development of specialized forces and 
encouragement of researchers to explore into nanotechnology has been regarded as the most important 

early activities. Nano science and nanotechnology depend on the sciences of chemistry, physics, biology 

and many other engineering disciplines.  

Therefore, Nano encompasses numerous borders of different faculties at industrial universities and 
research institutes as well as different areas at most of research boards. Detection of this case and 

attention to the reasons for this case has been undertaken by technology strategy in the country. 

Future buildings must enable to increase rate of return, increase security and avoid waste of energy by use 
of modern technologies and creation of a healthier environment. Due to the problems at the area of 

architecture and urbanization and their influence in buildings, the necessity for increasing attention to 

modern technologies and their role in optimization of energy consumption at building is required.  
Today, urban life and social system existing in cities have kept the humans far from the major trajectory 

of their life and kept them far from nature due to the numerous facilities provided from them. Further, 

humans induce to a direction to think like each other and reduce the cultural gaps, because sharing ideas 

raises development.  
Tourism is one of the best ways for cultural exchange. Further, involvement by tourists to a large extent 

raises economic development and increase in cultural level.  

Hence, creation of a complex for spending leisure time together with necessary functions in form of a 
recreational and tourist complex is of great importance, for which an in-depth consideration must be 

taken.  

The present research is an applied research type at the area of architecture science, aiming at creating a 
space with recreational and tourist functions next to coast via Nanomaterials.  

Case Study  
Golestān Province has been located in the north-east of the country south of the Caspian Sea with an area 

of 20,380 km².  
Bandar Gaz is situated in the south eastern fringes of the Gorgan Bay, at a distance of 20 km south of 

Bandar Torkaman and 48 km from Gorgan.  
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Proximity of Bandar Gaz with Golestān Province has caused the culture of this city accepts numerous 

influence of the culture going in Mazandaran. The natural geography in this province is in a way that it 

has been divided into three parts. This county has Mediterranean and desert climate in sake of climate.  
 

 
Status of Golestan province 

 

Bandar-e Gaz County  

Bandar-e Gaz is a city in and capital of Bandar-e Gaz County, in Golestan Province, Iran. At census its 

population has been reported 48504, having an area about 239 km
2
. Due to tourist attractions such as the 

sea, forests and historical sites, this county can be considered as the important tourism center at Golestan 

province. Sightseeing attractions in Bandar Gaz include tourist pier, forest Bagho, Gulf Gorgan, 

Jarkalbad, Imamzade Habib alah, Imamzade Sefid Chal. Bandar Gaz has limited from north to Caspian 
Sea and Miankaleh peninsula, Kord koy from east, Gelogah and Behshahr from west, Asian highway and 

forested areas of the Alborz Mountains from south. With regard to moderate climate, suitable vegetation, 

and proximity to towns in Gorgan, all the counties in Bandar Gaz have been mentioned well suited for 

attracting tourists. On the whole, Bandar Gaz has been mentioned with a good strength for creation of a 
certain planned space at a part of city for supply of recreational services to the passengers, that the 

planned divisions at this space regarding the citizens' and passengers' needs are considered.  
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Map of Bandar Gaz County 

Position of Bandar Gaz 
Appellation of Bandar Gaz 

Since aBandar Gaz has been located next to Caspian Sea, it is accounted as a port city, mentioned with 

this name due to growth of Gaz trees at coastal areas.  

Climate at Bandar Gaz 
Bandar Gaz County due to proximity with sea and forest enjoys a moderate climate, that such climate has 

caused increasing green space at this region, resulting in growth of agriculture. The climate at Bandar Gaz 

is moderate due to proximity with sea. Yet high rate of rain has not been reported at Bandar Gaz, 
mentioned that the natural factors such as rain, wind, solar light and earthquake widely affect climate.  

Physical Planning  

1. All the spaces at this complex can be classified to four groups: 
2. Recreational spaces and facilities which include trails, bike paths , family camping, green space, space 

for play  

3. Residential spaces and facilities which include small hotels  

4. Service spaces and facilities which include restaurant, coffee shop, parking lots, stores, chapel, health 
services, and so forth  

5. Sports spaces and facilities which include pool and sauna  

Introduction of Site  
The area for the selected site has been considered at northern part of Bandar Gaz next to Caspian Sea 

coast. The moderate incline at the land of project site has been reported about 3%. The considered land 

use at the in-depth plan has an irregular form from geometrical perspective.  

The Reasons to Select this Site  
-Away from the noise and traffic of the city 

-Lack of a suitable space for the passengers at this region  

Another important reason can be clean weather and suitable scene and proximity to Caspian Sea coast and 
fluid accessory to other routes  
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Status of site 

 

Bandar Gaz coast  
Rainfall  

Rainfall mostly occurs in autumn and winter at Bandar Gaz region, yet it can be also witnessed at spring 

and summer. With regard to Meteorological charts, the highest rate of monthly rain associates to month 
Esfand to the extent of 105 millimeter and month Mehr to the extent of 86.9 millimeter, that minimum 

rate of rainfall associates to months Mordad and Tir. According to the last reports, in 1994, the number of 

rainfall days has been reported 91 days per year and the highest rainy days have been reported 16 days in 

Esfand. Further, average rainfall rate per year has been reported about 432.1 millimeters. Further, this 
report has announced number of icy days about 32 days. Further, the highest relative moisture in month 

Esfand has been reported about 74% and minimum moisture has been announced about 62.5%.  

Sunlight and its Influence on Construction and Surrounding Environment  
Sunlight is constantly required for creation of natural light at building. Yet, since this light transforms to 

heat, the extent of required light at each building must be determined based on climatic conditions. With 

regard to Nanomaterials, use of the windows with nano-coating in optimization energy consumption at 
this climate is much more effective.  

Construction Materials and Techniques  

According to overview of architecture at Golestan, the construction technique and method used via 

materials have been mentioned as what influences other elements. The architects at Golestan province 
likewise the scholars at construction technique at other regions of Iran have displayed diversity at their 

work and skill by use of local facilities to establish different construction elements such as foundation, 

vertical and horizontal structures and roof covering.  

Vernacular Architecture 

Vernacular Architecture at Bandar Gaz region is defined in a four-dimensional division:  

a-the places in which most of residents keep living with their profession in livestock, under which most of 

the buildings which have been built at this region seem in a multi-purpose perspective in form of 
architecture. In this region, due to seasonal immigrations, the buildings are not built for permanent 

residency, whereby least priority is given to the form of architecture. 

B-in this type of vernacular architecture due to increase of facilities, form of buildings generally changes. 
In this regards, a different architecture is displayed ground floor and top floor for living. For this, the 

necessity to change is felt in construction criteria. In the considered samples, it is specified that each of 

the floors enjoys special values. C-there are the buildings that have been built at the short range where 
there is high moisture. Due to high moisture, these buildings are separated from land, whereby it can call 

them with a special style. Simply, it can specify this difference from the previous samples. At these 

buildings, duality in form of the floors with changing the scale undergoing which undergoes a sharp 

incline at ceilings is due to seasonal rains; for this, these buildings seem secure at west direction. D-more 
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complete buildings than the previous ones. At these samples, the used elements and pieces are found with 

a more precise adaptation. How the direction of Bandar Gaz based on local winds is, has been mentioned 

as an important point at vernacular architecture. In this regards, how the direction of Bandar Gaz is based 
on local winds is an important point about vernacular architecture at Bandar Gaz. In this regards, west 

direction due to climatic conditions and rainfall is closed, covered with ceiling. This feature is meeting 

under insulation of west direction of building in modern architecture. Further, ceilings at vernacular 
architecture have been covered with vegetation.  

Modern Architecture  

With regard to history of architecture at Golestan province likewise most of other regions of Iran, it was 

expected improving construction methods by maintenance of construction principles under advancement 
of technology by the passage of time.  

 
Site plan 

Yet, what can be witnessed today indicates that no particular attention has been paid to architecture, that 

the existing constructions in the city likewise other cities keep sustaining a way from the architecture 

culture in the past. With regard to the climatic features and issues about Bandar Gaz, use of nanomaterials 

at designed buildings at this region can be beneficial, paving the way for optimization of energy 
consumption. 

 

CONCLUSION  
Nanotechnology products can be designed during several days and distributed throughout the world 

during some hours, under which there will be this capability to design such products from the early. 

Antibacterial and self-cleaning nano-ceramics which are used as glaze are much more effective in 
strengthening.  

Completely fireproof woods which are much stronger than current woods do not differ from each other in 

their appearance, thin isolated glasses with very high strength and stiffness against climate change 

concrete with high flexibility, and insulation against water and moisture, and resistant steels against 
corrosion all represent visions from this technology. 

Carbon nanofibers bring about Nanomaterials, walls and roofs that have been coated with invisible 

papers, overcoming attraction with their diverse electrical properties in interaction with nanosensors. 
Nanotechnology allows us to represent anti-abrasion and anti-fire walls and anti-reflection surfaces and 

the anti-slip floors. Under the materials with stiffness and plastic deformation, architects will be no longer 

limited, and their thought for representation of plan will not limit their idea.  

Through electrical deposition method and windows containing the optical absorption bands, it can 
disperse heat and change the features dependent on environment. 

Through the materials with the ability for change of density, form, color, volume and state adapted with 

environment, the history and originality of architecture will not sustain fixed, undergoing a change due to 
the change in surrounding environment at any time and place. Behavior of structures and constructions 

undergoes functionality. Behavior of structures and constructions can be adapted with a variety of 

temperatures, air flow, energy consumption and other climatic conditions, and so forth. All of these 
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conditions by the design planners are given to the constructions and structures as raw data so as to adapt 

any change with environment so as achieve comfort.  

Further fundamental research and studies on nanotechnology seem necessary. Numerous areas to 
institutionalize research at the area of nanotechnology, necessity for more attention, finding applications 

of nanotechnology at various areas especially at construction are tangible.  

Nanotechnology has been regarded as the new methods to construct objects under which the process 
fulfilled at higher speed with lower cost. 

Further, with regard to the problems at urbanization and architecture and their influence on buildings, 

necessity for increasing attention to modern technologies and their role in optimization of energy 

consumption is required. Nanotechnology informs us about huge advancements at the area of conversion 
and storage of solar energy, thermoelectric converters, batteries, very efficient fuel cells and effective 

lines for transfer of electrical power. 

Control of nanostructures and composition of new materials to achieve the modern methods used in 
building inform us about energy management at building especially future buildings and cities.  

Nanotechnology with its cross-disciplinary nature will encompass all the modern technologies in future 

and dominate the trajectory for growth of technologies instead of competition with existing technologies 
and integrate them as a word of science. 
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